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During the week leading up to the Mariner Rendezvous to Mystic Seaport, weather forecasters 

had predicted the entire weekend of the event would be a total washout. All three days, from Friday to 
Sunday, would be rainy with the likelihood of thunderstorms, and this forecast was published right up 
until Thursday evening. I had learned from previous sailing events, however, not to totally trust weather 
forecasts, so while I prepared for the worst, I also dared to hope for at least a little sun. So when Friday 
morning came with only a slight drizzle that eventually cleared to sunny skies, I was very happy. 

I keep my 1970 O’Day Mariner, #1922 
Orion on a mooring in the Niantic River, so I 
motored over with my nine-foot Dyer Dhow True 
Love in tow to the state launch ramp on the 
Waterford side of the River to meet the other 
sailors. One by one, sailors arrived with their 
Mariners and various dinghies, kayaks, and 
inflatables. The plan was to sail to Mystic and 
put hooks down in the anchorage north of the 
Seaport, then row to the dinghy dock, receive 
tickets to the Seaport and view the 24th Annual 
WoodenBoat Show and all the Seaport and town 
had to offer. While I had hoped to have us all sail 
Saturday afternoon to West Harbor, Fisher’s 
Island and stay the night there, the weather 
report predicted a rotten Saturday night with 
heavy rain and 30-knot winds firmly coming from 
the east. Marine forecasts seem more reliable than regular weather forecasts, so I made the decision 
that morning to have us stay both Friday and Saturday nights in the well-protected cove above the 
Seaport instead of chancing a sleepless night in West Harbor’s more exposed and often lumpy 
anchorage. Everyone seemed relieved, and it was a decision I would later be thankful I made. 

Eight Mariners and twelve sailors cast off from the launch ramp floating dock around 10:30 a.m. 
and, after a short wait, made a swift exit with the ebbing tide underneath the Niantic highway bridge 
and through the open railroad bridge. A number of sailors had put in a reef ahead of time expecting a 
stiff breeze once out in Niantic Bay, but the winds proved to be somewhat flukey. It was a lively sail for 
the first few miles as we rounded Millstone Point headed east through Twotree Island Channel, but then 
the wind lightened up and we found ourselves nearly becalmed off of New London. As the tide was 
about to turn with only a light breeze on the nose, we reluctantly took our sails down and started up our 
motors. Occasionally, a few of us would raise the sails back up to catch a puff of wind with the hopes 
that the puff would turn out to be a steady breeze, but off of Groton we all eventually resorted to the 
“iron wind” to carry us around the corner at Noank and up through the mooring field to Mystic. 

The Mystic railroad bridge opened soon after being hailed and, as luck would have it, we had 
arrived just in time for the scheduled 2:40 p.m. Mystic highway bridge opening. We slowly motored up 
the channel catching our first glimpses of the immaculate wooden boats in front of us. As we rounded 
the small lighthouse on the western tip of the Seaport, we were amazed by all the boats on display – 
beautiful schooners, majestic ketches and yawls, charming open boats and launches, stately 
motoryachts and more, all immaculately painted, varnished and oiled. They were framed in the 
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backdrop of the Seaport’s own incomparable collection of vintage craft including the Charles W. 
Morgan, L.A. Dunton, Joseph Conrad, and many others. It was a sight to behold; a perfect storm of 
boating magnificence! 

I was a bit surprised to find the shallow anchorage north of the Seaport nearly empty with only 
four or five larger boats nestled closely together in slightly deeper water just above the last channel 
marker. One large, wooden, black-hulled yawl caught my attention, however, as it seemed ever-so-
slightly out of place compared to all the other mostly-American-designed yachts tied up to the Seaport 
docks. A British flag flying from the masthead confirmed she was foreign. I later found out she was one 
of the famous “Little Ships of Dunkirk” that helped in the Allied evacuation from France in 1940 during 
the Blitzkrieg. A true piece of history! I regret I didn’t find out her name. 

One by one, we Mariner sailors motored 
past the last green can and took advantage of 
the ten-inch draft of our boats by favoring the 
shallow area just to the west of the channel. 
With only a few feet of water below our keels, 
we dropped our anchors and had the anchorage 
mostly to ourselves. Motors stopped, cockpit 
awning and covers were erected, and skippers 
and crew made their way to the Seaport dinghy 
dock crowded with inflatables from the other 
visiting boats. After receiving our stickers at the 
gate, we went our ways in small groups strolling 
along the streets and docks, taking in the 
spectacular sights and stopping at the various 
booths, tents, and displays. We gathered 
together again for a tasty dinner at the Seaport’s 
Latitude 41 Restaurant (formerly the Seamen’s Inne 
Restaurant and Pub) before returning to our boats for the evening.  

The air was cool, the water was calm, and as I watched the sun set over the horizon, I couldn’t 
help but marvel at our incredibly beautiful surroundings. I brought out a book from my duffle bag 
entitled Mystic Built: Ships and Shipyards of the Mystic River, 1784-1919. As I sat underneath my awning 
in the cockpit and scanned through some of the pages, it wasn’t hard to imagine what life was like when 
those shipyards were still there. Although the landscape has certainly changed since the shipbuilding 
booms of the early 1800s and the Civil War, it doesn’t seem to have changed all that much. Many of the 
historic houses once owned by ship captains and shipbuilders still line the Mystic River, and the Seaport 
has certainly embraced and promoted Mystic’s maritime past. 

With the sun now gone, lights were visible in the houses along the shore and in the warm cabins 
of the ships on display at the Seaport. Lights inside the cabins of the other Mariners also glowed, and I 
went below to turn on my own lights, change into nightclothes, open the portlights and settle down in 
my “easy chair” to continue reading my book. I turned on my small FM radio and listened to classical 
music broadcast from a nearby station. I intentionally left the hatchboard slides out, and I would 
occasionally glance out the companionway to watch the lights on shore move back and forth as Orion 
swung very gently at anchor. After a long yet rewarding day, it wasn’t long before I found myself 
nodding off, so I removed my easy chair, replaced the V-berth cushion insert, and spread out my 
sleeping bag. I slid inside and reached around to shut off my cabin lights before falling asleep. 

I woke up around 7:00 a.m. and lazily got up, got dressed, and went into the cockpit to look 
around. Although the sun had just risen, most everybody else was still asleep, so I stood there for a 
while watching a hint of activity on the shore at the Seaport. Coming down the river from waterfront 
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houses further north, a few locals, up long before I was, rowed long, thin shells went past my boat with 
amazing speed, and we exchanged pleasantries. There was just a hint of a breeze – hardly anything at all 
– but just enough for a boat like the Mariner to play around with, so I took down my awning, made sure 
the True Love was still firmly secured, raised the main, brought up the anchor, and rolled out the jib. The 
tide was high but falling, so I kept the centerboard and rudder up fairly high, and I ghosted to the far 
side of the anchorage. I tacked over to the beautiful Elm Grove Cemetery on the east side, then followed 
the channel down around the Seaport, snapping digital pictures of the wooden boats as I went. It was a 
great way to begin the morning. 

I made my way back to where I had 
anchored before, and by then, other Mariner 
sailors had risen from their cabins. In time, we all 
rowed back to the Seaport to get new stickers 
for the day, and we continued viewing all the 
Seaport, WoodenBoat Show and downtown had 
to offer. Many pictures were taken, purchases 
made, and memories created. Throughout the 
day, I occasionally listened to the weather 
forecast, which still predicted heavy rain and 
wind for that evening. Clouds began to waft 
across the sky until, by noontime, it had become 
overcast and the sun had disappeared 
completely. Three Mariner owners facing long 
trips home and fearing a washout for Sunday decided to leave that afternoon and beat the rain, so the 
rest of us said goodbye to them and wished them safe journeys home. We were down to five boats. In 
the meantime, Mariner owner Alan Schaeffer, a Mystic Seaport employee, joined us with his boat and 
two children by motoring from a nearby launch ramp to the anchorage. We were back up to six 
Mariners! 

In the evening, Alan offered to drive the remaining sailors to a local restaurant in his van parked 
near the Seaport, so we gratefully accepted, especially since it had started to sprinkle a bit. After an 
enjoyable meal at Go Fish Restaurant in the Olde Mistick Village, we came back to the dinghy dock and 
made our way to our boats. Once onboard Orion, I once again turned on the weather station on my VHF 
radio and found the forecast had not changed – we were to get some pretty heavy weather starting 
around midnight. I cinched down the forward part of my awning closer to the deck to help keep out any 
driving rain, but I kept the after part of the awning stretched horizontally across the end of the boom 
with a whisker pole for a better view. I folded my cockpit cushions and stuffed them in a corner of the 
cabin where they would keep dry. I kept the companionway open as I had the night before, but I made 
sure the portlights were closed, my foul weather gear was handy and the hatchboards were nearby in 
case I needed to close everything up tightly. My trusty 13-pound Danforth anchor had securely set in the 
thick, gooey, black mud of the Mystic River bottom, and I was confident it wouldn’t move.  

Settling in my cabin easy chair with all the lights on, I once again listened to classical music and 
began leafing through a new book I had bought at the WoodenBoat Show. It was still only sprinkling a 
bit, and the pitter-patter on the awning was actually somewhat comforting as I started to doze off 
around 11:00 p.m. I finally gave in to my exhaustion and crawled into my sleeping bag, shutting off the 
lights once I was inside. Sleep came quickly. 

I awoke a short time later to the sound of rain pounding on the deck and awning. Wind was 
whistling in the rigging, and I reached for my glasses and my watch on the nearby shelf. It was shortly 
after midnight. I could feel the motion of the boat swinging on the anchor line had increased, and when I 
looked out of the open companionway I saw the lights on shore and on nearby boats moving back and 
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forth much more rapidly than before. I struggled out of my sleeping bag to see if any rain was coming in 
through the wide-open companionway and was surprised to find it nearly dry. I sat hunched over on the 
edge of the V-berth, staring out at the spectacle. The rain was torrential now, crashing down on the 
awning with incredible force while the wind – later clocked at over 35 knots – whipped Orion and the 
True Love around on the anchor line. Despite this ferocity, there were no waves to contend with since 
the anchorage was so well protected, and the boat did not rock at all. It was strangely fascinating. As the 
rain had just begun to find its way underneath the awning and into the companionway, I put in the 
hatchboards before returning to my sleeping bag. 

Just as I was about to fall asleep again, I heard a strange knocking sound coming from outside. 
Sailors are usually attuned to even subtle changes in sound when it comes to their boats, and it seemed 
to be coming from the starboard side near the shrouds. I tried to ignore it, but it was relentless, so I 
reluctantly got out of my sleeping bag again and donned all my foul weather gear to go out and see 
what was up. Removing the hatchboards and stepping out in the cockpit, I crouched over and slid out 
from underneath the forward end of the awning to climb up on deck. The rain had thankfully abated 
somewhat, and when I looked up I saw I had forgotten to take in my Mariner burgee I had placed on the 
starboard upper shroud. The force of the wind had caused the two secured ends to collapse toward 
each other, and the combined mass – little as it was – was making the knocking noise as it thrashed 
around. I removed the burgee and went back below. 

Removing my foul weather gear, I once again sat on the edge of the V-berth, staring out the 
companionway. Although the wind held steady, the rain now only came in occasional bursts. It was very 
peculiar to hear the brief chattering of rain on my awning echoed several seconds later in the trees on 
the west bank; it sounded just like a momentary sizzle of a frying pan. As Orion swung to one side and 
the darkened Seaport came in view, I saw lights ablaze in the cabin of one of the large, wooden power 
cruisers previously on display during the day as part of the WoodenBoat Show. I imagined what it would 
be like to be one of the crew or family members onboard, relaxing in such a spacious cabin in complete 
comfort. Yet, even in the confined space of my own small cabin, I, too, felt comfortable, dry, and 
content. I put back the hatchboards, crawled back into my sleeping bag and managed to sleep the rest 
of the night. 

Sunday morning dawned with overcast skies, but the wind had diminished and the rain seemed 
to have stopped. I put on my foul weather gear anyway, opened up the cabin and stepped outside to the 
cockpit. Everything was wet, of course, and I pulled in the True Love to bail out the many gallons of 
water that had collected during the night with a plastic cut-off milk jug. As I rowed over to empty Dan 
Meaney’s rowboat, I saw the other Mariner sailors wake up and bail out their own tenders. We then all 
rowed together to the dinghy dock and chatted about the night’s storm. As it turns out, Alan Schaeffer’s 
Mariner dragged anchor all the way to the far side of the anchorage, and he ended up motoring to the 
dinghy dock and tying up there for the rest of the night. Other than that mishap, everyone else seemed 
to have weathered the storm without an incident. We walked to the Seaport’s Bake Shop to eat 
breakfast before we returned to our boats and prepared to make the 10:40 a.m. Mystic highway bridge 
opening. We had originally planned to wait until the 11:40 a.m. opening but, with the rain now 
completely gone, the tide and wind favored an earlier start so we adjusted our schedule. It looked like 
the weather forecasters, initially predicting a full day of rain, were wrong again – at least for now. 

Once our various shelters had been put away – sopping wet as they were – we started our 
motors, wrested our anchors from the bottom, and the six Mariners headed for the bridge. It opened 
promptly, and the railroad bridge was quick to follow. The northeast wind was ideal for a downwind run 
through the entire Mystic River, so once through the railroad bridge, I quickly spun into the wind, raised 
the main, rolled out the jib, and turned downwind, shutting off the motor. Other boats set their jibs and 
motorsailed down the river, choosing to raise their mains once in the comfort of the wide-open space 
off of Noank. Once we were all there, there, I hove-to and waited for everyone else to set their sails. 



Jennifer O’Connor bid us adieu as she motored over to her own slip right there in one of the Mystic 
marinas, and the remaining five Mariners rounded Groton Long Point and set courses for Niantic. 

The ten-knot northeast wind was ideal 
for a broad reach all the way home. I couldn’t 
resist setting my 215-square-foot asymmetrical 
spinnaker, although it took me longer than usual 
as I fouled the sheets as I was setting everything 
up. Twice I lost my grip on the clew as I was re-
tying the sheets which sent the spinnaker flying 
out like a flag, but once I managed to finally 
grapple it under control, the big sail filled with a 
satisfying “whump” and Orion surged forward 
with a purpose. About this time, Alan Schaeffer 
turned around to head back to his home base of 
Mystic Seaport, and we were down to four 
boats. 

With my asymmetrical spinnaker pulling 
like a mule, I quickly outdistanced the other 
Mariners. It’s quite a different experience flying 
an “a-sail”, as it is nicknamed – especially singlehanded – because you control the boat differently than 
you do with conventional sails. Instead of luffing up into the wind once a puff starts to heel the boat 
over, the key is to head more downwind and slack the a-sail sheet. The result is that the boat will get 
back on an even keel, the a-sail will fill with the gust and the boat will take off like a rocket. In a boat like 
the Mariner, it’s a thrilling experience. I sailed like this for almost six miles all the way from Noank 
almost to Millstone Point, and it was one of the best sails I have ever experienced. 

Finally, off of Seaside Point in Waterford, I took down the spinnaker. Sailing out in front is 
always somewhat satisfying, but it can also be a little lonely, so I turned around to go back and rejoin the 
other boats. I met up with the Reiches and resumed heading to Niantic Bay alongside them. Once in the 
Bay, we all took our sails down, motored through the open railroad bridge and maneuvered back to the 
launch ramp where we had departed two days before. The Mariners were hauled out of the water, and 
we all congratulated each other on another fantastic event. After thanking everyone for participating 
and making sure everyone was well on their way to packing up, I eventually motored back to my 
mooring. As I was unloading all my gear into the True Love to row ashore, the predicted rain finally 
began to fall. I couldn’t help but smile – the weather gods had certainly smiled on us for this trip. 
Another successful and memorable rendezvous had ended. 
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